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Application:

ERGONIC-I DT ELECTRONIC DETONATOR 

Information on the physical state and dimensions:
Aluminium shell.
Copper wires.
Wire length 2 m or longer for each 1 m according to the customer's request. 
Blasting line length max. 1000 m. 

A single detonator contains 750 mg of PETN used as the secondary explosive.
The ERGONIC-I BL blaster should be used for the initiation. The ERGONIC-I LG logger should be used for programming.
Electronic security: code from the ERGONIC-I LG logger.
The number of programmed detonators – max. 200 pcs. per one ERGONIC-I LG logger.
Depending on the type of the ERGONIC-I BL blaster up to 1000 pcs of detonators ERGONIC-I can be fired.

Initiation information:

Water resistance: 72 h at a pressure of 1MPa 
Usage temperature: from -20 °C to +60 °C.

Information on the suitability for use:

Information on the storage life: 
The storage life of ERGONIC-I DT is 60 (sixty) months, counting from the date of manufacture.

Information on the specific properties:

Maximum allowable pressure
Relative humidity
The maximum duration of arming the detonators per 1 ERGONIC-I-LG logger
The maximum line voltage – logger
The maximum line voltage – blaster

1 MPa
up to 100%
30 s
9.2V
25V

Characteristic properties:

Resistance to static electricity for copper wires (2 m)
minimum 20 kV
2500 pF

ADR Classification code : 1.1B, UN 0030 

Programmable delay: from 0 to 15 000 ms. The resolution of the set delay: 1ms.
Nominal time range: 

Nominal time range [ms]
0   99

100   1499
1500   15000

Accuracy 
0,1 ms
0,10%
0,05%

The ERGONIC-I DT electronic detonators are intended for use in underground, non-coal and non-methane mines, in open-pit 
mines, in blasting works as an initiator, as well as for explosives loaded pneumatically and for construction and engineering 
works. The use of those detonators is recommended especially in conducting precise blasting works and in environments 
where there are undesirable sources of static electricity, stray currents, and electromagnetic waves.
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ERGONIC-I LG LOGGER 

Information on the physical state and dimensions:

Dimensions: 200 x 120 x 90 [mm]
ERGONIC-I LG is a portable device and an integral part of the ERGONIC-I electronic initiation system. 

Information on the suitability for use: 

Information on the specific properties:

ERGONIC-I BL BLASTER  

Information on the physical state and dimensions:

Application:

Power supply
Minimum battery life
The maximum number of ERGONIC-I DT detonators per ERGONIC-I LG logger
The maximum length of a line to the first detonator (blasting line)
The maximum length of a line from the first to the last detonator (trunk line)
Programmable delay time of detonation
Degree of housing protection
Display
Keyboard
Mass
Communication interface

Li-ion battery
12 h
200 pieces
1000 m
1000 m
0 ms   15 000 ms
IP 65
graphic
membrane
0,5 kg
Bluetooth

 

Application: 

Scope of application in terms of temperature:

The ERGONIC-I LG logger has been designed for operations with electronic detonators 
ERGONIC I-DT. ERGONIC-I LG allows for individual programming of any detonator of the 
ERGONIC-I-DT type or automatic transfer of pre-programmed designs from Blast-o-Mate , 
checking the communication between the detonators in the network, thus allowing for 
errors detection, and transferring the data to the ERGONIC-I BL blaster.

The ERGONIC-I BL blaster has been designed for operations 
with ERGONIC-I DT electronic detonators. ERGONIC-I BL 
allows for initiation of ERGONIC I-DT pre-programmed 
with the ERGONIC-I LG logger. 

Dimensions: 310 x 208 x 160 [mm]
ERGONIC-I BL is a portable device and an integral part of 
the ERGONIC-I  electronic initiation system. 

The permissible ambient temperature is: -20°C   50°C
Charging temperature should be in the range of 0°C   45°C.
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The permissible ambient temperature is: -20ºC    50ºC
Charging temperature should be in the range of 0ºC   45 ºC.
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Information on the specific properties:
Power supply
Minimum battery life 
(in case of continuous use of 200 pcs. of detonators)
The maximum number of simultaneously connected ERGONIC-I DT detonators  
(depending on the type of blasting set)
The maximum duration of arming the detonators per one ERGONIC-I LG logger
Degree of housing protection
Mass

Li-ion battery

6 h

1000 pcs
30 s
IP 65
2.7 kg 

BLAST-o-MATE SOFTWARE:

Minimum software requirements:

GENERAL USAGE CONDTIONS:

Damage of the lead wires is the most common cause of problems with electronic initiation systems. 
Exercise care and protect the lead wires when loading and stemming.

ERGONIC-I LG logger and ERGONIC-I BL blaster are designed to withstand the mine, quarry and construction environment, 
but submersion in water and excessive impact must be avoided.

Operating system: Windows NT (e.g.  Windows 2000 + SP4), recommended Widows 7 or higher
Environment: Java Runtime Environment JRE 8u40 or higher
Processor: 2x2GHz class Intel Core 2 Duo or faster
Ram: 3 GB (recommended 4 GB or more)
Disc space: 100 Mb fee space  or more
Graphical card: Full HD (1920 x 1080)
Net card: LAN Card 100Mbps or faster

ERGONIC-I electronic initiation system can only be used by experienced and trained person having appropriate authorizations. 

ERGONIC-I DT detonators can only be programmed and fired by using ERGONIC-I LG logger and ERGONIC-I BL blaster. 
Do not use any other programming or blasting equipment.

BLAST-o-MATE software is designed to be used with ERGONIC-I electronic initiation system. It allows to design blasting 
patterns and delay times both of the individual charges in holes and series of charges before blasting operations begin in the 
field. It makes possible to simulate charges firing sequence in holes and to evaluate the design by the blasting engineer. 
Complex timing designs done on Blast-o-Mate software can be downloaded directly to the logger and thus it can be 
transferred to detonators in order to programme them automatically in accordance with the design. The possibility of 
automatic programming of detonators shortens the time of blasters presence the field.


